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D

elivering executive development programs while involved
in program design, marketing, and operations management at Brandon Partners, Dr. Maurice Ghysels helps leaders become successful at organizations such as Citigroup,
Tyco, Genentech, Autodesk, and others.

Through training and coaching individuals and teams, he has provided
learning opportunities that have greatly benefited careers, teams,
companies and non-profit organizations. In faster-paced, more demanding times with a bright spotlight on ethical behavior, Maurice teaches
corporate and government leaders how to go beyond ideas to make a
personal and organizational impact.
No stranger to organizational politics, Maurice has been a superintendent and high school principal in California public schools. He has negotiated sophisticated and complex situations with unionized teachers
groups, parent and community groups, and the media. Driving quality
process improvement, he was responsible for training, coaching, technology, data operations, and customer service.
Maurice also worked as Chief Learning Officer with Groundswell, Inc.
where he delivered training and executive coaching in leadership, relationship management, customer service, project management, quality
process improvement and communication. He also headed up training and development for Citigroup’s global real estate and corporate
infrastructure, as well as an online banking business. While at Citigroup,
his training services included programs in real estate, banking, brokerage and insurance. Maurice successfully built learning organizations that
delivered executive coaching, leadership, performance management,
and quality process improvement.
Maurice’s strong results in training and consulting are matched by his
impact in corporations and government. He has not only led learning organizations in companies, but he has had direct leadership and management practice in intensive, high-powered public arenas. He is the author
of numerous articles published in various journals.
Throughout his consulting and real-life work, Maurice’s passion in teaching the art and science of leadership, politics, ethics and performance
management has been complemented by his doctorate in education
from the University of San Francisco and his bachelors degree in economics from San Jose State University.
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MAURICE GHYSELS, Ed.D
A senior trainer at Brandon Partners
with 25 years of management and
performance consulting experience.

“

I ensure results by
delivering training in
leadership and performance management
that comes from practical, real-life work that
reflects my in-depth
knowledge and skills.
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